Beyond Infancy
It's about deciding
which sliver from the top grain smooth wood surface mystery of life
will form and construct our perceptual patterns
so stunningly complex and layered that
stuff like The Fugutive,
and Cyberpunk, the story of Kevin Mitnick
modern day guru of the phonefaxcomputer cyberspace realm
twisted kid that he is,
can take hold of our awareness and seduce critical faculties into thinking
this . . is . .what . . it's . . all . . about
if there's anything I know in this world
it's that nothing like the thrill-a-minute quick fix bored TV shopping mall values
of the latter part of 20th century America
is even close to what it's all about.
A flicker of recognition appears
it's not about any one thing
rather about deciding
which sliver from the top grain smooth wood surface mystery of life
we will actively allow to shape our conciousness,
if we were all merely doing that,
(that is actively choosing)
the vast diversity of cultural perspective
that so often rears up in our collective faces to slap us down
would contribute to success rather than drag us to the gutter
cause it's what we were meant to do pick one or a few of the slivers that shine,
and get in there and play
in a serious sort of way.
For it's all coming down to how
much guts and soul as a society we have for the task at hand,
this is what matters as much as anything actively engaging in the evolution of our personal learning
interdependent with the story of our cultures, earth and universe.
The earth to live fully must someday take hold of our awareness
in the most powerful way,
stronger than cyberspace seduction,
stronger than the cloning of human genetic traits like tomato hybrids
stronger than bovine growth hormone
or the desperate clutching of our mortality to our chests,
unable and unwillingly to shift from a profound pathological
disrespect for death to another view
closer to the creativity of the universe
closer to our animal teachers and their ways
which embody sustainability not as a byproduct
but a natural path

Jack Kevorkian M.D.
a modern day shaman
cutting to the quik of our culture's most primal fear,
a shape shifter in clear view
with visions of a new story for the human,
death as much a part of life as breath a window to our souls
the human taking its place in the web,
coevolution with compassion
We choose the sliverangle to hone in on
getting to know limits and boundaries,
and as we do they vaporize into a broader vista
each one shimmering more than the former
while understanding with Annie Dillard
our lives are but a faint tracing upon the surface of mystery
. . . .but a faint tracing upon the surface of mystery
and with that
to begin living from deep truths embedded in the principles of life's emergence
and complexity unfolding
embedded in the molecular moments of creation
fusing, flowing, fracturing, shearing,
shrinking, spinning, stressing
grasping, bending, breaking
embedded simply in the ways of the natural world
it is truly of what we are
of where we come from
and where we pass thru and to no less than this
All things come and pass in flashes
of creative brilliance and dark sickness,
our choice is which sliverniche
from the top grain smooth wood surface mystery of life
to probe, whittle or sand until we see things for what they are
or might be,
beyond infancy
we make of it what we can
what we hope, fear, feel
shaking the ever appearing boredom upside down
till the allurements of the primordial
crystallize
and we sense with all senses
nothing truly is itself without everything else
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